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eco – for sustainable design is a magazine that focuses on the sustainable design of indoor environments. our aim is 
to highlight the indoor environment, both from a functional and an aesthetic perspective, through an ongoing dialogue 
with our readers. don’t hesitate to contact any of our companies through the website, www.ecophon.com!

“read about research on how sound affects 
people, about thermally active buildings, the 
new sound standard, and see many examples 
of acoustic solutions in offices around europe.”

the members of ecophon officenet provide assistance for people who plan, build, manage or are 
responsible for office premises. we provide – free of charge – all the advice, tips and information you 
need in order to plan and improve the indoor environment in general and the acoustic environment 
in particular. you are welcome to contact us with your questions, via www.ecophon.com. under the 
Acoustics tab you will find your nearest contact person for offices. we also offer a wide range of 
seminars for a better office environment that you can register for. 
 ecophon officenet members: (back from left) Arto rauta, finland; yoan le muet, france; Paige 
Hodsman, uK; Alexey Archakov, russia (front from left) rainer machner, germany; frans davidsson, 
sweden; ricardo canto leyton, central. missing in picture: yvette tietema, netherlands.
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sustainaBle 
Acoustic design  

in offices
we All recognise that feeling. We hear 
the beginning of that certain song, making 
us think of a certain situation – a moment 
in life we will never forget. We react, we 
remember, we feel something, and yet, 
we are often surprised when realising 
how much sound affects us. Perhaps, this 
is not so suprising, a long time ago, when 
we were living outdoors, hearing was an 
important system to identify threats, what 
the threat was and where it was coming 
from – even when asleep. the connection 
between hearing and reacting was vital to 
keep us alive.

good room acoustics improve 
performance and well-being
in today’s busy world – so different from the 
outdoors – we often sit at our desk in the 
office feeling drowned by different sounds 
– from colleagues talking, from others on 
the phone etc. sounds that make us react, 
even if we don’t want to – we are just 
designed that way. We lose focus and feel 
disturbed, even annoyed – and we need 
to spend time refocusing again. improved 
office acoustics can solve this and create 
environments that support people in their 
work.

new indoor challenges
the office of today must be sustainable 
and thus have low energy consumption. 
one way of achieving this is using 
thermally active buildings (taBs), such 

as concrete core activation. this type of 
building utilizes the concrete to cool the 
building, thus avoiding energy-consuming 
air-conditioning-systems.

another requirement for today’s offices 
is flexibility, with open spaces being pre-
ferred. instead of the traditional cellular 
offices where everyone has their own 
designated workspace. offices are now 
often built around activities (new ways 
of working), where there is no longer a 
workspace per employee.

this makes the open plan office a real 
acoustic challenge. as the use of each 
zone of the building is often decided in 
the later stages of a project, there is a risk 
that the acoustic solutions applied may 
not be appropriate. as walls disappear 
to enhance openness, and glass walls are 
used to improve transparency, the acoustic 
environment is at risk of being sacrificed. 
Yet, it is well-known from research that poor 
acoustics is what people complain about 
most in open spaces.

Knowledge within your reach
at saint-Gobain ecophon we have a 
network of experts within office acoustic 
design. together we transfer knowledge 
from many countries; discussing and shar-
ing experiences of different solutions.    

our specialists can assist in enhancing 
the working environment in offices, by help-
ing to define the acoustic requirements. the 
earlier in the process acoustic design is 

taken in to account, the larger the chance 
of success. acoustic requirements should 
be included in the workplace design plans, 
or written into a separate sound policy, 
specifying requirements for each room or 
activity zone, at the planning stage.

standard requirements – and 
beyond
in order to create a sustainable office 
environment, the office acoustic design 
also needs to be sustainable. using the 
latest standard requirements according to 
iso3382:2012 is the least one can do to 
achieve this. obviously, even better, is to try 
to go beyond standard requirements, and 
design to support the activity intended for 
the different zones.

welcome to the eco magazine!
in this magazine you will be able to read 
about research on how sound affects 
people, about thermally active buildings, 
the new sound standard, and see many 
examples of acoustic solutions in offices 
around europe. 

enjoy the reading
ecophon officenet members
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tony rydberg, who runs ideas AB

“surroundings have a definite 
effect on people in a workplace.”
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sweden’s most 
attractive office
transform the office. Activate everyone’s senses and 
inspire colleagues, customers and partners alike.

uP in tHe elevAtor and we’re into ideas’ 
new premises and showroom, with a pano-
ramic view over malmö central station 
and beyond. the offices are set in a park-
ing garage in malmö, southern sweden.
 tony rydberg, a veritable idea machine, 
welcomes us to an attractive, homely room 
with a rather unexpected design. 
 “i definitely think that an office can be 
furnished like this,” he says. ”cosy, com-
fortable and – not least – it brings all our 
senses to life! i think most people want 
to enjoy being at their workplace. Being 
inspired by their surroundings helps them to 
feel job satisfaction. in an environment like 
this it’s also easier to feel relaxed before 
meetings and to get into the right mode for 
important discussions and for making the 
right decisions.
 “it shouldn’t just be ‘spectacular’. func-
tion and aesthetics must go hand in hand.”

ideas’ office carries on deeper into the car park...
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ideas AB has four employees and collaborates closely with other specialists in an extensive creative 
network: events, concepts, experiences and interior design. Here is an example of a ‘dreary passage’ 
in a reconstruction project at malmö central station. it brought a smile to people’s faces during the 
dark autumn months when the station was being renovated.

floating ceiling absorbers
it’s hard to tear your gaze away from the 
ceiling. the ventilation is completely visible 
and has been painted black. floating ceil-
ing discs of varying sizes, heights and levels 
light up the ‘black sky’. 
 the ceiling absorbers have integrated 
downlights whose design and positioning 
are such that they provide the right amount 
of light and mood, without any glare. 

sound environment with 
aesthetic values
“i was inspired early on by the new range 
of free-hanging sound absorbers and it felt 
natural to include them when i designed 
the heimstaden property company’s 
swedish head office in malmö,” says tony. 
“although i did choose the rectangular 
shape then. it’s exactly that possibility, to 
create a three-dimensional feeling, that’s so 
exciting, with it being so easy to come up 
with different solutions. it’s proof that even 

the sound environment can have consider-
able aesthetic value.”

inspired by ecophon
“i found good solutions for my ideas after 
seeing ecophon’s website when i was 
looking for sound absorbers. light, sound, 
colour and shape are all part of my toolbox 
for room design.”

create strong brands!
tony rydberg, part of a well-known swed-
ish theatre family, says that what people 
actually experience and feel is of great 
importance. “in all of our projects we try to 
find the company’s soul or story. customers, 
colleagues and partners must all have a 
strong perception of the company’s brand 
and identity. these can be expressed by 
interior design, concepts, meetings and 
events. the overall impression, both from 
the outside and of the indoor environment, 
helps to increase competitiveness. it’s 

important to interpret the company’s soul 
and to package the whole concept so 
that is perfectly clear what the company 
stands for.
 “i am convinced about the effect that 
sound has on us,” declares tony ”adding 
sound experience to a workplace in the 
form of pleasant, natural sound that varies 
depending on where you are in the room, 
is a concept i use a lot. all our senses can 
be activated and stimulated!”

sweden’s most attractive office!
the swedish magazine lokalnytt has the 
country’s biggest portal for rental proper-
ties. they announced a competition. a total 
of 34 office premises was nominated for 
the contest to be “sweden’s most attractive 
office”. the winner is….tony rydberg and 
ideas aB!

“i am 
convinced 
of the 
effect that 
sound has 
on us”
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tony rydberg of ideas AB got “an 
offer he couldn’t refuse” when he 
was looking for new premises for 
the company. spare space in a car 
park in malmö. He says that it’s a 
question of being able to visualise the 
possibilities…

from parking place to office and showroom. An incredible metamorphosis, 
isn’t it? the integrated lighting in the floating ceiling absorbers can be dimmed 
depending on the intensity of the daylight. the absorbers can also be lit from 
below, and coloured lighting can be used. Just imagine how it looks from 
outside!

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™ circle
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Acoustic ceiling   
creates direction in architects’ office
in this architects’ office, the acoustic ceiling panels have been used 
to create a clear sense of direction. By combining a certain number 
of absorbers with an appropriate number of light fixtures and work 
stations, the architects have also achieved definite visual rhythm. 

wHen tHe gloBAl architecture practice 
Broadway malyan renovated its office in 
central Warsaw, part of the aim was to pro-
mote employee empowerment. the ques-
tion of room acoustics was absolutely key. 
looking back, the director of architecture 
at Broadway malyan, robert Kamiński, 
declares:
 “our goal has been achieved. the 
employees have noted a huge improve-
ment in the comfort of their working envi-
ronment.”
 When the architects decided to move, 
these premises looked completely different. 
the 200 m2 space was divided into small 
cellular offices along the length of a narrow 
corridor. and above the acoustic ceiling 
there was a horrendous tangle of ugly wir-
ing and technical installations.
 “opening up the space was our key 
decision. We knocked down the walls 
and dismantled the existing ceiling,” says 
robert Kamiński. 
 there was then nothing in the way of 
creating exactly the office that the architects 
wanted ‒ a functional and inspirational 
workplace.

Photo: Bartosz m
akow
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the ventilation system can be glimpsed above the ceiling. the selected acoustic 
solutions create an impression of uninterrupted ceiling, linking together the 
office’s different areas.

open and closed are linked
a zone of open office landscape was cre-
ated, with a “cube” where two conference 
rooms and a kitchenette were built.
two fundamentally different areas under 
the one roof but, thanks to the creative use 
of acoustic ceiling panels, very much in 
harmony with each other.
 “the ecophon focus lp tiles installed 
in the cube coordinated the air vents and 
lighting fixtures in one direction. in the open 
space, the same direction is provided by 
the ecophon solo tiles and lighting fixtures. 
they are harmonized with the rows of 
desks.”
 With the acoustic ceiling panels installed 
side by side, at the same height and in the 
same direction, the office feels well bal-
anced and well organized. the restrained, 
monochromatic colour scheme helps to 
visually enhance this effect.

encouraging employee 
empowerment
to encourage “employee empowerment”, 
they wanted to create a flexible workspace 
conducive to communication and support-
ive of the business. But it was just as much 
about giving the employees individual 
control of lighting and temperature and of 
ensuring that the work stations are ergo-
nomically correct.
 Broadway malyan has a 55-year his-
tory, with 15 offices in major world centres, 
and it employs more than 500 people. the 
company was one of the first to set up an 
office in the former ussr, more precisely 
in the city of Baku in azerbaijan. in Poland, 
the company has designed the domoteka 
home furnishing and decoration centre in 
Warsaw.

robert Kamiński is the head of the 
warsaw office and is very pleased 
with the room acoustics.

Architect:

Broadway malyan (own office)

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon focus™ lp

ecophon solo™

Acoustics in most cases 
do not receive the same 
level of design attention as 
thermal, ventilation and 
other architectural and 
engineering considerations. 
(salter et al. 2003)

“our goal 
has been 
achieved. 
the  
employees 
have noted 
a huge 
improve-
ment in the 
comfort 
of their 
working 
environ-
ment.”
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A successful BrAnd  
Builds on an overall vieW  
that covers everY last detail
An exclusive, original exterior combined with a homely yet inspirational 
indoor environment were essential for this company’s identity.  
welcome to Kaffee Partner’s new head office.

KAffee PArtner’s founder andreas ost 
and co-owner michael Koch had the goal 
of creating a workplace and office environ-
ment that would be even more attractive 
than the living room in a private home. the 
company left their old office in Wallenhorst 
to move into this new, futuristic building that 
had been designed specifically for them 
with a focus firmly on the brand. 
 a total of 300 employees share a 
u-shaped area of almost 10,000 square 
metres, to serve 60,000 customers requir-
ing coffee and hot drinks of the highest 
quality. Kaffee Partner are Germany’s 
leading supplier of professional coffee 
machines.

sound the main problem
the office space occupies 5,000 square 
metres, most of which is open space. Kaf-
fee Partner realized right from the start that 
noise levels would be the main problem in 
getting employees to accept the idea of 
an open office.

floating, sound absorbent ‘sails’ above the work stations dampen the noise and 
radically reduce sound propagation, while light reflects softly from the ceiling. 
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measure sound correctly
more than just the ‘classic’ room acoustic 
parameters (such as reverberation time) 
are needed to calculate the acoustics in 
rooms that have considerable depth and 
large expanses of floor space. this is the 
conclusion of scandinavian researchers 
dr erling nilsson and Professor Björn 
hellström in their study “acoustic design of 
open-plan offices”.
 concept developer rainer machner 
of ecophon, who participated in the room 
acoustic side of the Kaffee Partner project, 
says about the study: 
 “the ceiling is of crucial significance 
in the way sound disperses in a room. an 
overall, sound absorbent ceiling radically 
reduces sound propagation. in order 
to reduce disturbance, both visual and 
sound-related, screens have to be installed 
between work stations.” 
 “it is equally important to take the activity 
for which the room is intended into account, 
to plan where the work stations should be 
situated, to reduce disturbing noise from 
surrounding activities, and to think about 
how communication areas, areas for coffee 
breaks and for technical equipment (print-
ers, fax etc) should be organised.”

Kaffee Partner complied with the 
‘rule book’
according to the study, the perception of 
how disturbing sound actually is depends 
on the type of work being performed.
 Kaffee Partner have complied with the 
latest room acoustic findings of the study 
‘sound design of open Plan offices’ and 
with the new sound standard iso3382-
3:2012. read more about the standard 
on page 36.

the different storeys form a dynamic pattern of movement together with lightness and 
vitality, symbols of the building. there is of course an association with the business itself 
– a ‘latte’ with its layers of espresso, milk and froth. A success, don’t you think?

An attractive, smooth ceiling with a hidden grid.
Architect: 3deluxe

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™ square

ecophon focus™ ds

sound appears to have 
obligatory access to memory; 
even when attention is 
directed elsewhere, sound is 
recorded and processed by 
the brain. 
(Banbury, macken 2001)

Photo: hans Georg esch
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architecture, 
Art And sound 
in comBination
the eco magazine phoned artist maria dubin at her studio in Paris to find out 
how a work of art can be created on 1,000 square metres of sound absorbing 
wall in an office building. the client was rambøll in Århus, denmark.

“it wAsn’t exActly the sistine chapel, but 
it was big,” says an inspired maria dubin 
about the decoration of 1,000 square 
metres of sound absorbers. “the challenge 
was finding a combination of technology, 
colour and material that worked. and there 
was no room for error on the finished, 
sound-absorbing wall surface. it just had 
to be right first time…”

got acquainted with the surface
“so i filled my studio with 100 acoustic 
tiles, which ecophon provided along with 
lots of good advice, and i tried out all 
sorts of different things in order to get well 
acquainted with the surface’s properties,” 
explains maria. “i tested every conceiv-
able colour – bearing in mind that they had 
to be lightfast and not fade with time! one 
requirement was that the paint shouldn’t 
block the pores, which let the sound pass 
through to the sound absorbent backing. 
the surface is also dirt resistant and can 
stand all sorts of ‘pollution’...

“i finally found a solution – a lightfast 
ink without any binders, which would other-
wise clog the pores in the surface. the ink 

fixed the way i wanted it to and, combined 
with the right brushes, i achieved the calli-
graphic, sweeping touch i was hoping for.”

won the contest
during the course of a year, maria dubin 
had sketched and painted wild flowers 
from all over the world, and she wanted 
to transfer these to monumental motifs. in 
contest with other artists she was selected 
to do the mural painting in the extension of 
rambøll’s office in Århus.

maria is of the opinion that art should 
accentuate architecture. the new building 
is integrated into the original office building; 
the architecture can perhaps be described 
as ‘masculine’, with its strict lines, but every-
thing still had to combine naturally with the 
new room, but not completely. the plants 
and flowers painted on the walls created 
a striking contrast between hard and soft. 
the glass roof was the inspiration for the 
motif – the sense of being in a greenhouse.

“i have been given a great deal of 
help and support on the way,” says maria. 
the ‘discussion panel’ included architect 
rasmus holm, experts from the museum 

An extension with a black aluminium facade and deep 
window niches. stylish and simple to merge with the 
architecture of the older building. 
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of art in Århus and, of course, the client – 
representatives of those who were going 
to be moving in.

Authentic plants
“my trip to madagascar last year was also 
fantastically inspiring,” she says. “i drew and 
painted tropical plants for a whole month. 
When i got home i contacted anders 
Barfod, who heads the Biology institute at 
Århus university. he was a great help when 
i was trying to interpret the ‘lyrical rhythm’ 
in the plants’ different characters.”

the result – a striking contrast between soft and hard in a near-to-nature room with an effective 
sound environment! everywhere there are people present, working and otherwise, effective sound 
absorbers and acoustic systems have been installed.

An open, dynamic learning 
environment
“rambøll wanted the new extension and 
the changes in the office to send out new 
signals about how creatively and innova-
tively a global technology company can 
portray itself,” says architect rasmus holm. 
“You used not to be able to see what was 
going on in other parts of the building. now 
everything is open and accessible and the 
corridors have gone. now there are all 
sorts of meeting places. the café and the 
‘amphi-stage’ for training, conferences and 

other activities are visually accessible as 
soon as you walk in. a knowledge com-
pany like rambøll builds its entire business 
on contacts, spontaneous meetings and a 
dynamic learning environment. the offices 
are open and the meeting rooms have 
glass walls.”

Absorbers where space allowed
rasmus explains that, in the older building, 
there are different kinds of surface material 
and that, with the new extension, they did 
not want even more ‘complexity’. so a strict, 

Photo: Jakob m
ark
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facts rambøll
rambøll is a technology company 
in the nordic market, with 
operations throughout the world. 
the rambøll group has more than 
9,000 employees in almost 200 
offices in 19 countries.

maria dubin in her element. the skylift 
takes her right up to the roof, where 
the wall is 16 metres high, with an 
area of 1,000 square metres!

Photo: Jakob m
ark
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Architect:

3xnielsen

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon wall Panel™ c/texona

stylish facade of aluminium was chosen – 
without any detail. simplicity is the dominat-
ing factor in the interior too. light floors, 
white walls and other surfaces in the new 
building interplay with the natural stone 
walls of the old building.

“thanks to the excellent co-operation 
with ecophon, we were able to do the 
fantastic decoration of the sound absorbing 
wall in the new building.”

“it was a bit tricky to create a good 
sound environment in such a voluminous 
room with hard surfaces and not be able to 

use the ceiling for sound absorption,” adds 
ole ebbensgaard, acoustician at rambøll. 
“But the solution was wall absorbers on 
all available wall surfaces, apart from the 
older natural stone walls, on the aluminium 
cassettes and on other predetermined 
surface materials in the room.”

talking point among the staff
rambøll’s area manager ole Bech 
emphasises the positive effect of the 
staff’s great interest in how the work of 
art has progressed in the new extension. 

it is also a great honour that the building 
was nominated for the Århus municipality 
architectural award 2011. the building 
won that prize in 1997, but the building 
was then only half the size.

maria dubin looks forward to creating 
more art on sound absorbers and is now 
involved in a new project in Paris. she is 
now also the artistic advisor for the devel-
opment of a whole town at an abandoned 
military base in serbia.

you can see and read the exciting story of how rambøll’s 
mural developed in‘the wall’. order the book, which is in 
danish and english, directly via mariadubin@hotmail.com. 
Provide your contact details and maria dubin will get in 
touch with you.

maria dubin: Practice, practice, practice. in order to interpret the ‘lyrical rhythms’ of the plants.

“the 
solution 
was wall 
absorbers 
on all 
available 
wall 
surfaces.”
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How new wAys of worKing
are challenGinG office desiGn
frank duffy, degw’s founder, has worked internationally for forty-five 
years as an architect and workplace strategist. in this article he describes 
the challenges we face and discusses the basis for acoustic criteria in an 
increasingly virtual world.

“room Acoustics were beginning to be 
a major preoccupation in office design 
when i first entered the field of architecture 
in the early sixties. a great deal of imagina-
tion is necessary today to appreciate from 
how very low a base working conditions 
in the office have improved over the past 
half century.

at the start of the seventies, i was an eye 
witness to how deGW’s work was rejected 
within iBm, whose plan was to build 
office landscapes throughout the whole of 
europe. While the open plan was grudg-
ingly accepted at first in some countries, 
the concept was rejected by other iBms, 
at first in scandinavia and then elsewhere 
in northern europe.

for iBm to have forced the open plan 
on unwilling users everywhere would have 
created a dangerous tension between cor-
porate loyalty and cultural values.

Knowledge work and 
unrestricted freedom of 
movement
in advanced economies, we find the occur-
rence of what is called ‘knowledge work’. 
the invention, development and dissemi-

nation of ideas in increasingly interactive, 
creative and open ended ways is becom-
ing the dominant mode of production. 
universal access to information technology 
offers knowledge workers unprecedented 
freedom of movement, open ended choice 
of multiple locations to carry out their work 
as well as access to fluid and extended 
timetables.

With regard to this radical shift, what 
challenges does this bring to office design 
in general and the acoustic design in 
particular.

in general terms, the range of activities 
comprising knowledge work will expand 
and the number of people involved in 
knowledge work will increase enormously. 

increasing mobility and user choice 
mean that the geography of work will 
no longer be confined to office buildings 
but will spill out to encompass a widen-
ing geography including home, holiday 
cottages, schools and universities, trans-
portation, retail environments, social and 
meeting spaces such as restaurants, clubs 
and airport lounges – in effect the entire 
urban fabric and beyond.”

Professor frank duffy is an architect 
and founder of degw for strategic 
design and architecture, with its head 
office in london and a total of fourteen 
offices in europe, Asia, Australia and 
north America.

“increasing 
mobility 
and user 
choice 
mean 
that the 
geography 
of work 
will no 
longer be 
confined 
to office 
buildings.”
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there are six trends that 
are presented here that will 
profoundly impact urban design, 
architecture interior design – 
and, of course, the design of 
acoustic environments.

Challenge 1: from static to mobile ways 
of working.

People will become accustomed to using 
technology to work continuously and 
connectedly in ever more mobile ways in 
multiple and increasingly diverse locations, 
not just confined to internal office environ-
ments but in many other complementary, 
increasingly external settings.

Challenge 2: from allocation to choice.

individuals and organisations will be 
increasingly empowered to choose the 
kind of environment and timetables that 
suit their specific predilections, habits and 
lifestyles. office workers will be able to 
choose to work in places and ways that 
suit them best.

Challenge 3: from uniformity to diversity

many more choices in accommodation, 
work settings, and the use of time and 
place will become available to individu-
als, work groups and organisations. most 
spaces will be designed for multiple uses. 
however, a minority of spaces will continue 
to have to be designed to accommodate 
certain kinds of activity (e.g. training and 
presentations) and more demanding tech-
nologies (e.g. telepresence and the use of 
holograms) that are particularly demanding 
in environmental terms.

Challenge 4: from individual to collec-
tive space allocation.

despite growth in individual choice and 
the widening of the spectrum of locational 
choice, collective settings for developing 
shared understanding and ideas will 
become increasingly important, leading 
to a more intense and demanding use of 
space. Because the use of such spaces will 
be optional, intermittent and shared, archi-
tects and designers will become increas-
ingly aware that they must be prepared to 
justify physical places in an increasingly 
virtual world.

Challenge 5: from underuse to increas-
ing intensity of space use.

Growing concern for sustainability will lead 
overtime to demands for more intensive use 
of the whole spectrum of space provision. 
today office space, and particularly meet-
ing rooms, is high on the list of underused 
resources in modern business.

Challenge 6: from separation to com-
plementarity.

the increasing importance of overlapping 
networks, serendipitous, complementary 
encounters, unprogrammed and semi-
programmed activities will lead to interstitial 
spaces within buildings and in the public 
and semi-public spaces between buildings 
becoming more valued. despite continu-
ing concerns about security, spaces and 
places will be increasingly used, not to 
separate, but to bring businesses and 
activities closer together.

the network-based office has been 
developed from a model that describes 
the office design of the twenty-first century. 
Workplace strategy is based on a flow of 
customers, office workers and suppliers 
distributed throughout different places 
depending on when the work is being 
performed.

Photo: Peter Bliek
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free-hanging sound absorbers in shape of leaves.

free-hanging sound absorbers in shape of clouds.
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cool google 
attracts most students
wHere do you most want to work if you’re 
an it or software engineering student?

that’s right: at Google, the search 
engine giant. this was the result of a survey 
that included 144,000 students from all 
over the world.

have fun at work. Be creative. “don’t 
be evil”. Google’s recipe for corporate 
culture has succeeded pretty well. the com-
pany is now at the absolute global peak as 
regards to market value and brand value. 
the other companies that are up there at 
the top with them are another three it giants 
– apple, microsoft and iBm.

it was quite natural that the dublin 
office should be designed to put a smile 
on people’s faces and to get the creative 
juices flowing. 

more than 1,800 free-hanging 
units
the dublin office is the Google headquar-
ters for europe, the middle east and africa. 
the office complex includes three buildings: 
one Grand canal, Gasworks and the 
fifteen-storey Google docks, which is also 
known locally as the montevetro building.

Architect:

camenzind evolution

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™

more than 1,800 free-hanging units 
provide excellent room acoustics within 
the montevetro building. there are 34 
different special shapes of ecophon solo 
freedom panels and nine standard shapes 
of ecophon solo – round and rectangular. 
the panels were made in seven different 
standard colours plus four special shades.

Google – where does the name come 
from?

in 1997, the founders larry Page and 
sergey Brin wanted to give their fairly 
new search engine, then called Back rub, 
another name. they started playing around 
with the word “googol”, which means a 
number written with the digit 1 followed 
by 100 zeroes. they were alluding to their 
goal of organizing the apparently infinite 
amount of information available on the 
internet. as we all know, computers work 
with the digit 1 and zeroes. the result was 
Google, and a behemoth was born.

now more than 30,000 
employees
the following year, in 1998, the company 
moved into its very first office, a garage 

in menlo Park, california, usa, and took 
on employee number one. the company’s 
first office dog, Yoshka, turned up in 1999.

since then, the staff has increased by 
over 30,000 people (it’s unclear how 
many animals are on the payroll). today 
Google is more than just a search engine, 
it is an internet giant. other popular ser-
vices are Google earth and Gmail and 
the company now also owns Youtube and 
is moving deeper into social media with 
Google+.

it seems a very long time since a 
garage was big enough, but it’s only fifteen 
years. now, nothing other than specifically 
designed acoustic ceilings is good enough 
for achieving the right feeling, in combina-
tion with modern demands for a good 
sound environment.

“Tempora mutantor et nos in illis” – 
times change and so do we.

But then bad room acoustics has never 
been cool.

Advanced supplier puzzle
henry J lyons architects in dublin coordinated the design of ecophon’s solo panels based on the 
project architect’s concept for creating different creative spaces within the building. ecophon worked 
with construction consultant Gardiner & theobald to ensure the manufacturing and delivery schedules 
fitted smoothly into the supply chain as Google delivers search results. and the site installation was 
completed by Platt and reilly drywall.

Photo: Peter wuermli Photography
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free-hanging rectangular sound absorbers.

free-hanging circular sound absorbers.
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free-hanging square sound absorbers.

free-hanging sound absorbers in shape of letters.
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mAKe time for tHougHt: 
disruPted time and lacK of 
setuP time destroY our daY

Bodil Jönsson describes the difference 
between clock time and experienced time 
in her book “ten thoughts about time”. 

Allow yourself enough setup 
time
Bodil Jönsson says that everything one 
does requires setup time.

“some things are done much better 
not only if one is undisturbed but also after 
a certain setup time,” she claims. “setup 
time” means time to prepare, switch off and 
adjust (as when calibrating and converting 
a machine from the manufacture of one 
product to another). it’s all about your inner 
being – your brain has to be tuned in and 
prepared if you are to perform something 
successfully. most things are done better 
and are more enjoyable if you allow your-
self the necessary setup time. thought must 
be given time.

conscious time planning
•  Get an understanding of what is meant by divided and undivided time, 

and consider how you can influence your situation. one thing at a time, as 
far as possible…

•  distinguish between clock time and experienced time. take command 
over your personal, experienced time and don’t be ruled by clock time!

•  allow your new thoughts to permeate your whole life – work, leisure 
and family. then make your choices consciously and plan activities in as 
undisrupted a way as possible.

•  convince yourself “i have plenty of time”.
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Bodil Jönsson is a swedish physicist 
and author. she has been Professor 
of rehabilitation technology at lund 
university since 1999.

“don’t let the clock command your soul. make sure you develop 
your personal, experience time, the time from which you can 
benefit and that you can influence in order to avoid stress,”  
says Bodil Jönsson, professor at lund university.

different things require different setup 
times. naturally, the least setup time is 
required for simple tasks. unfortunately, 
we are tempted to do what is easy and 
dull first, such as emptying the wastepaper 
bin and making coffee. You’re fooled into 
thinking “great, that’s done now”, and you 
put off what’s important.

tackle the difficult tasks first instead, 
and don’t be in too much of a rush with 
the simple little things. You need the setup 
time and start-up period in order to prepare 
yourself for the difficult tasks and to enable 
you to complete your work in time without 
being stressed.

divided or undivided time?
everyone remembers their childhood sum-
mers. sunshine day after day, with a host 
of never-ending activities. You were rarely 
disturbed and all the activities took all the 

time they needed – a good example of 
undivided time, with experienced time 
completely dominating clock time.

“for many of us, undivided time is much 
more valuable than divided. the difference 
is so great that both of these times should 
actually not be measured in the same units 
– hours of clock time,” declares Bodil Jöns-
son. she claims that more difficult, cognitive 
tasks need a longer setup time, meaning 
that continuous interruptions create stress 
and require new setup times every time 
someone is interrupted in their work.

ten thoughts about time
no other book about leadership and man-
agement has sold as well in sweden as 
“ten thoughts about time”. the book has 
been translated from swedish to english, 
american english, french, German, span-
ish, italian, dutch, Portuguese, russian, 
danish, norwegian, finnish, estonian, lithu-
anian, czech, hebrew, Korean and thai.

“for many 
of us,  
undivided 
time is 
much more 
valuable 
than  
divided.”
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noise disruPts time at WorK
most PeoPle need to start and finish a task 
from a to Z with as little disturbance as pos-
sible in order to avoid new setup times (see 
adjacent article). cognitive tasks require a 
long setup time, meaning that continuous 
interruptions create stress with new, time 
consuming setup times every time someone 
is interrupted in their work.

in an office, people are often depend-
ent on being able to communicate with 
each other, which is problematic when 
someone is totally focused on a task. in 
an open landscape, most people have or 
can quickly get visual contact. With respect 
and correct conduct, you can see whether 
someone seems busy or not, and show 
consideration accordingly. on the other 
hand, one might be disturbed by continual 
movement in the room, by telephones and 
loud voices.

combi-offices or cellular offices can 
be negative in another way. if people are 
dependent on each other’s communica-
tion they might shout to each other through 
open doors, disturbing other colleagues. 
in other cases, people come and stand 
in the doorway of an office, waiting for a 
response from someone who is completely 
absorbed in their work or is talking on the 
telephone. is this familiar? it creates stress 
for both parties. the one being interrupted 
has to return to their task with new setup 
times as a result, while the other person is 
irritated by not getting a response quickly 
enough, perhaps having to return later for 
a new contact.

all this takes time. a lot of time. make 
sure you listen to your inner time experi-
ence and that you are in a state of calm 
before facing your tasks, create rules for 

yourself and for others, and avoid sources 
of disturbance as much as you can. noise, 
unwanted sound, can be reduced signifi-
cantly for the benefit of necessary commu-
nication – on the individual’s own terms.

everyone remembers their childhood summers. sunshine day after day, with a host of never-ending activities.
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energy efficiency
and room acoustics

tHe storAge of heat and cold in a build-
ing’s concrete frame is an idea that often 
comes up when wanting to build for energy 
efficiency. concrete has the correct degree 
of inertia for releasing heat and cold into 
the premises and thus is the perfect reser-
voir for the storage and release of energy.

if good room acoustics are also 
required, one obstacle has to be dealt with.

the acoustic ceiling, which is a prereq-
uisite for the room acoustics reaching an 
adequate standard in concrete-dominated 
premises, has to allow the heat or cold to 
pass to and from the joists above. 

in such cases, free-hanging units are a 
suitable choice. With its free-hanging units, 
this particular acoustic system can provide 
free passage for the energy. in addition, the 
system is extremely effective in absorbing 
sound.

these were two of the factors that made 
architect Pierre cara at hobo architecture 
to make their choice of acoustic systems for 
insurance company maaf’s new offices in 
the french town of chauray.

thermal joists can be combined effectively with high demands on room acoustics. 
this was the reason for the architect choosing ecophon for the french insurance 
company mAAf’s new offices. the employees’ constant telephone conversations 
had risked becoming an acoustic menace in the concrete-dominated building with 
its hard walls and ceilings.

unique acoustic approach
With their long experience, ecophon have 
developed an acoustic approach that 
allows architects, acousticians and others 
to adapt room acoustics in accordance 
with the activities that are carried out in the 
room in question, thus achieving which is 
usually called “room acoustic comfort”. is 
it the sound strength that is most important? 
is it speech intelligibility or resonance that 
should be taken into primary consideration? 
or is it mainly a question, as with maaf, of 
reducing the sound propagation?

the acoustic requirements come from 
hQe environmental rating system (target 
n°9) . for the acoustician it was necessary 
to reduce sound propagation.

the staff in maaf’s premises work 
in open office landscapes where one 
demand was to minimize sound propaga-
tion and thus control the sound pressure 
level in the different areas.

as the staff talk on the telephone for 
most of their working day, there is a risk that 
they disturb each other. at the same time, 

the room acoustics must allow a team’s 
members to communicate effectively with 
each other without causing too much noise 
for other work groups in the same area.

Pierre chigot, Julien damy and Yoan le 
muet of saint-Gobain ecophon have been 
heavily involved of the room acoustic part 
of the project.

new office for claims handlers
maaf’s offices have been built in order 
to accommodate the company’s staff who 
work with vehicle claims handling. the 
offices cover an area of 8,100 square 
metres, providing workspace for 475 
people.

maaf stands for mutuelle d’assurance 
des artisans de france and was estab-
lished in 1950 to provide car insurance 
for craftsmen. it is now number 1 in france 
among mutual insurance companies – 
companies of which the insured parties 
are also shareholders. the company is the 
fifth largest in the vehicle insurance sector 
and it also offers other types of insurance.
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Architect:

Hobo Architecture

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™

ecophon gedina™

“reverberation time (t) or equivalent 
Absorption Area (eAA) is traditionally 
used to assess whether room acoustics 
are good or bad,” explains yoan le 
muet, concept developer at saint-
gobain ecophon in france.  
“But this is often not an adequate 
measurement for correctly gauging the 
room acoustics. to achieve a good 
sound environment, what we call room 
acoustic comfort, we have developed 
an acoustic approach that is more 
extensive and accurate than basing 
room acoustics on reverberation time 
alone. in an open office, for instance, 
the room’s geometry and proportions 
affect how sound is propagated, and 
this is one of the most important 
factors to consider when choosing the 
correct acoustic system.”

mAAf’s new offices in the french town 
of chauray. energy-effective concrete 
frame and solar panels on the roof.

to make the building as flexible as possible with regard to different room solutions, 
the architect departed from the general french standard, which prescribes that 
prefabricated concrete elements must be 2,700 mm wide. instead, elements of half 
that width, 1,350 mm, have been used, thus increasing the possibilities for creating 
exactly the rooms needed. the architect found that the dimensions of the free-
hanging sound absorbers were suitable. 

the office building, with its energy-
storing concrete frame, has been con-
structed in accordance with the taBs 
principle (thermally activated Building 
systems). it is classified according to hQe 
(haute Qualité environmentale) – a french 
environmental classification system – as a 
BBc-building (Bâtiment Basse consom-
mations) and BePos (Bâtiment à energie 
Positive). this means that the building pro-
duces more energy than it consumes. solar 
panels on the roof will fulfil the planned 
energy requirement. the cold that is stored 
in the frame during cool nights is released 
indoors on warm days, giving a pleasanter 
feel than air conditioning, which is often 
perceived as being draughty since it sets 
the air in motion. 
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uniQue field studY shoWs that 
free-HAnging sound ABsorBers And tABs  
are an effective climate control comBination

free-HAnging sound ABsorBers are 
the obvious choice in buildings constructed 
on the taBs (thermally activated Building 
systems) principle. Wall-to-wall acoustic 
ceilings are not a viable alternative in such 
buildings. they prevent the cold from the 
cooling system embedded in the concrete 
soffit from flowing out into the premises.

But how easy is it for the cold to pass 
between free-hanging absorbers? 

“the first major field study performed in 
order to find an answer to that question sug-
gests that obstruction is minimal”, explains 
Yoan le muet, locally responsible for the 
study. 

0.3°c difference
the unique field study compared tem-
perature as well as room acoustics in two 
cellular offices of the same size. 

With half of the soffit covered by free-
hanging absorbers in one office, it was only 
0.3°c warmer there than in the other office 
in which the soffit was completely exposed. 
a minor difference that was only 1/10 of 
the permitted daily variation of 3°c.

the field study took place during a 
period of five summer weeks in 2012 and 
was performed in the WooPa building 
complex in vaulx-en-velin on the outskirts 
of lyon in the south of france.

for a fair comparison, the offices 
were unmanned. special technology was 
used to create realistic air currents and to 
simulate human body heat and the heat of 
equipment.

wooPA – cutting-edge construction in lyon
WooPa was designed by the amsterdam-based architect thomas rau and is a cutting-edge project 
in lyon, a city with a strong environmental focus. the building is co₂-neutral and energy-positive 
– producing more energy than it uses – partly due to the use of solar cells. Glass and recycled 
concrete reinforced with glass are examples of environmentally adapted building materials.
 the WooPa building comprises of offices, shops, apartments and parking areas. the total area is 
21,000 m².
 “Woopa”, according to the urban dictionary web forum, is a term to express excitement, joy or 
happiness.

eco-friendly public transport outside co₂-neutral, energy-positive wooPA, which 
houses offices, 92 apartments, shops and parking areas.
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“one important result of the field study 
is the indication that 50% coverage of the 
soffit with free-hanging sound absorbers 
improves the sound environment efficiently 
in buildings with taBs, with a minor impact 
on average room temperature”, says han-
neke Peperkamp, project manager indoor 
air climate at the consulting firm Peutz, who 
conducted the thermal measurements at 
WooPa. 

new standard in practice
the project also studied room acoustics 
in open plan offices. the results show that 
sound propagation and sound level both 
decrease markedly with an increase in use 
of free-hanging sound absorbers. 

these are both central problems in 
open offices and they have resulted in a 
new international room acoustic standard, 
iso 3382-3, which was used in the study.

iso 3382-3 has been developed in 
order to replace the “reverberation time” 
measurement with other gauges that are 
more important for the correct assessment 
of room acoustics in open offices. national 
standardization bodies in 163 countries 
are included in iso, the international 
organization for standardisation, and the 
new room acoustic standards came into 
force last year.

Architect:

rau Architects

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™

Broad collaboration  
in field study 
in the WooPa project, ecophon 
in france (Yoan le muet, thomas 
Bonnet) and ecophon r&d 
(Jonas skeppås) in sweden have 
collaborated with:

• saint-Gobain research

• Peutz (consulting firm) in france 
(acoustic measurements) and 
the netherlands (thermal  
measurements)

• coGeci (real estate owner 
22% and end user)

• Katene (fluid consultant)

• dic (installation)

Photo from the field study: the cellular office where free-
hanging sound absorbers were installed. the photo shows 
testing apparatus such as “mannequins” – the two round, 
blue, upright pipes that were used partly to emit heat 
similar to human body and equipment heat and partly to 
create realistic air currents.

dutch architects rAu was given the 
assignment to design the woopa 
building in lyon after presenting 
a co₂-neutral and energy positive 
design which, in terms of layout and 
sustainability, outperformed the 
requested standard. Architect thomas 
rau in a room with tABs (thermally 
Activated Building systems).

the water pipes in the concrete soffit cool the 
offices during the summer, creating a pleasant 
climate for all employees.

free-hanging sound absorbers make it possible 
to transfer the cold air from the ceiling down to 
the working plane.
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KiA imPoses HigH demAnds 
on the sound environment

wHen KiA’s dutcH oPerAtion moved to 
a new head office in Breukelen just south 
of amsterdam, it went without saying that 
the premises should exude an atmosphere 
of success, growth and optimism.

to emphasise that Kia is a brand offer-
ing that little extra, an experience centre 
was developed in a perfect, prominent 
location beside the busy a2 motorway.

combining a head office, showroom, 
demonstration workshop and staff dining 
room, the design of the building fits exactly 
with the growth expactions and future 
models Kia is planning.

sustainability and style
“Kia’s starting points for this project 
were ‘sustainability and style’,” explains 

the new european head office of the Korean Kia motors has 
recently been based in a newly designed experience centre near 
Breukelen in the netherlands. the brand’s rapid progress is 
reflected in the new dutch head office, which exudes a feeling of 
growth and optimism. much thought has also been put into creating 
top-class room acoustics. 

interior designer chiel heijnsdijk of d+Z 
architecten+Projectmanagers.

the guidelines for d+Z’s work were laid 
down in Kia’s global space identity Guide, 
which regulates suitable choices of colours, 
designs and furnishings.

about seventy relatively young 
employees work at the centre, and chiel 
heijnsdijk explains that the staff were very 
involved in the building project.

together with the previous md for Kia 
motors in the netherlands, cor Baltus, 
much effort was put into finding the best 
ceiling solution, both visually, technically 
and room acoustically.

“We imposed high demands on the 
sound environment,” declares chiel hei-
jnsdijk.
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“ecophon focus™ dg fulfilled all our 
requirements and was installed in the office 
landscapes, boardroom and dining room.
visually, the ceiling is exactly what we 
wanted, and it’s also technically perfect.”

Hard surfaces require highest 
absorption class
according to heijnsdijk, an office’s acous-
tics are a decisive factor with regard to 
employee wellbeing and how they perform 
their work. he explains that consideration 
had to be made to the fact that the walls 
are hard, being made of smooth cement, 
and the floor is also relatively hard. it was 
absolutely necessary to choose an acous-
tic ceiling of the highest absorption class in 
order to reduce the sound pressure level.

Popular cars. exhibition hall where customers can take a close look at a great number of Kia models.

chiel Heijnsdijk, d+Z Architecten+Projectmanagers.

a dining room is a place where large 
numbers of people gather, talk and make 
a noise with cutlery, plates and glasses 
as well as with chairs. With all this noise, 
the atmosphere still has to be relaxing. to 
reduce the noise to as pleasant a level as 
possible in Kia’s dining room, the choice 
fell on ecophon solo™ circle, which is 
suspended from ecophon focus™ dg to 
provide an effective, stylish combination.

“this was our immediate choice. it is 
hyperfunctional as well as being attractive,” 
is how chiel heijnsdijk describes the free-
hanging acoustic ceiling.

Photo: michael oosten fotografie
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colour code à la Kia: red is one of the colours in Kia’s global 
space identity guide which the architects followed their 
work on the new dutch head office. Above, acoustic ceiling 
with integrated lighting.

interaction and communication in office landscapes is 
the perfect concept for Kia’s youthful organisation. 
Hard, sound-reflecting surfaces on walls and floors 
are compensated for by acoustic ceilings of the highest 
absorption class (A).

function and design go hand in hand. An acoustic suspended ceiling, 
complemented with two different shades of free-hanging units, ensures effective 
muffling of noise that could otherwise be annoying in the dining room. during 
lunch hour, people must be able to relax and recharge their batteries for the rest 
of the day. A lowered sound environment helps.

ingenious. the conference and boardroom conceals several clever solutions: 
the architects constructed the table to rest on a discrete framed structure so that 
nobody sitting at it will be annoyed by table legs getting in the way. technical 
solutions are concealed above the acoustic ceiling. displays for multimedia 
presentations are mounted on each of the inner wooden border’s four sides, 
easily viewable by everyone present. 

Architect:

d+Z Architecten+Projectmanagers

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon focus™ dg

ecophon solo™

A further element to take into account is 
the type of job, which may be more or less 
affected by noise, depending on the requested 
level of mental activity 
(martellotta 2011)
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What
tHe eye
doesn’t see
is it possible to combine an open office together with 
unlimited space for individual needs? 
this question affects architects, users and acousticians 
all over the world. 

A HigHly toPicAl BooK, “about the office 
landscape’s acoustics & architecture 
(What the ear hears but the eye doesn’t 
see)” (published by arkus), outlines a way 
that can result in a successful combination. 
the book is by the swedish professor Björn 
hellström, who is also an acoustic designer 
and lectures in architecture. 

interaction at any price?
Björn hellström declares in his book that 
increased interaction and communica-
tion among colleagues at work are two 
important forces behind the rapid growth 
of open offices.

But ‒ are interaction and communica-
tion always positive? 

Yes, hypothetically, according to hell-
ström, adding, “if much of the communica-
tion were to be soundless.” the problem 
is that sound is generated at the same 
moment the interaction starts, such as when 
someone passes another person’s work sta-
tion and starts a conversation. sound that 
enriches those involved in the conversation 
but that can disturb others in the vicinity.

apart from solving room acoustic 
questions, architecture’s functional aspects 
have to be examined. two key concepts 
that should be taken into consideration are 
positioning and movement. 

Analyse and design open offices
according to hellström, in order to analyse 
the connection between positioning and 
movement, use of a method called space 
syntax is an advantage. how do the 
rooms function in relation to each other? 
how often is a room used as regards to 

Björn Hellström gives a warning for a “one size fits all” 
philosophy when planning open offices. on the contrary, 
in each project it is vital to carefully study how spatial 
structures can best be adapted to mutual and individual 
needs.
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movement? space syntax allows us to 
study and analyse people’s behaviour 
(interaction) when they spend time in a 
given space. the method is also useful in 
designing offices.

space syntax analysis usually reveal 
that the quality of the positioning of an 
office’s individual work stations can vary 
markedly. this in spite of the ambition hav-
ing been to create a flat organisation and 
full mobility in that office. it appears that the 
work stations are often organised in struc-
tures. for example, many work stations are 
set up round a single stairwell or entrance, 
which influences the patterns of movement. 
With two stairwells or two entrances, the 
movement pattern is more even. Professor 

hellström emphasises that, when planning 
open offices, one must be aware that dif-
ferent plan views affect positioning quality 
and movement patterns.

what the eye doesn’t see,  
the ear hears
Björn hellström thinks that one drawback 
when planning open offices is that focus 
is invariably placed on the visual aspects, 
with the role of the sound environment in 
the design and perception of a room being 
missed. one’s field of view is limited. hear-
ing, on the other hand, functions within a 
range of 360 degrees and can also pick 
up impressions from unseen activities on the 
other side of a wall. sound is spatial. 

the goal should be to customise the 
acoustics to be in harmony with the room’s 
activities. a few problems should be high-
lighted in this context. how are customers 
and others who are lay people in the field 
of room acoustics to be able to specify 
their wishes when most of them don’t know 
how to express themselves nor know what 
the possibilities are? how is the acoustics 
consultant to obtain a justified influence 
on the planning? and does the consultant 
communicate with the customer in the right 
way?

Acousticians – assert yourselves!
instead of focusing mainly on sound 
classes, absorbers and dB-levels, Björn 
hellström recommends that acoustics con-
sultants assume a more assertive attitude. 
his advice is to emphasise, for instance, 
the spatial criteria of sound, its effect on 
people, and how sound can be designed.

one important measure for solving 
acoustic problems is via organisational 
measures in the room, to control where 
communication will take place. the posi-
tioning of entrances, stairwells and pas-
sages affects what personal meetings will 
occur. in addition, common functions can 
be located in order to promote meetings, 
thereby reinforcing a group’s affinity.

With the conscious design of plan 
views, décor, furnishings, installations and 
activities, it is possible to influence qualities 
relating to space, movement, integration 
and communication.

regarding the development of the 
open office landscapes of the future, Björn 
hellström thinks one should ask oneself: am 
i productive because of the openness of the 
office? or is the office productive because 
i am open? 

there is no question that 
noise is among the most 
consistently reported 
problems in open-plan 
offices. 
(navai, veitch 2003)
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the result is stylish, light and fresh. now everyone can communicate with each other and still not 
suffer unnecessary disturbance, thanks to the well planned sound solution. An overall acoustic ceiling 
in the best sound absorption class (A), as in the picture, is one of the ways of fulfilling the demands of 
good room acoustics.

oPen office
Was a Boost
After just a few months in the new, open premises, the earlier 
worry and scepticism were transformed in a positive direction.  
the eco magazine asked why.

Photo: m
artin Palvén
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Prior to tHe move, many employees 
were worried that the work environment 
would deteriorate when they were sharing 
an open office landscape on the same 
floor. one of the sceptics was Jessica Jons-
son, educational materials developer and 
editor, who has worked for eleven years at 
Gleerups utbildning in malmö in southern 
sweden.

“i have had jobs before where i’ve sat 
in an open office and i always thought 
it was difficult to concentrate. it was too 
noisy,” says Jessica.

in meetings with management, some 
employees referred to articles indicating 
that open office landscapes resulted in 
poor effectiveness and a high level of stress 
and sick leave. 

Participation in planning
for Gleerup’s management, the move was 
strategically important and they decided 
early on that the new premises should 
have a well planned working environment 
with the best possible sound, air and light 
quality. the staff were also to participate 
in the planning of the new premises. one 
employee representative from each depart-
ment was appointed to join an advisory 
group. the group also enlisted the help of 
the consultant company Position a, which 
helps organisations to create good work 
environments by ensuring that the premises 
are adapted to the employees’ interests 
and needs. 

anna Boman of Position a, who 
had noticed the employees’ scepticism 
and frustration, invited frans davidsson, 
concept developer for room acoustics at 
ecophon, to Gleerups. the idea was to let 
an expert deal with the staff’s misgivings. 
he answered questions and explained 
about how a good sound environment can 
be created in open offices by making the 
building and the office furnishings function 
in harmony. 

good sound in open offices?
“an open office landscape does not need 
to be contradictory to a good sound 
environment. it’s all about designing the 
interior correctly, using sound absorbing 
materials and positioning the groups so 
that people are seated sensibly,” explains 
frans davidsson. 

“You want to be able to hear what the 
people you’re working with are saying, not 

what’s said at the other end of the room. 
it’s the companies that don’t take the sound 
environment into consideration when they 
remove walls and seat employees in open 
landscapes that end up with a dreadful 
sound situation,” he says. 

Gleerups utbildning decided to use 
absorbers and sound absorbing screens 
at each desk. the employees were offered 
headphones, and a number of silent rooms 
were constructed to which people could 
go for longer telephone calls or when 
having to do something requiring more 
concentration. the copying machines 
were placed in small, separate rooms 
for minimum disturbance. a modern fitted 
carpet that muffles impact sounds as well 
as absorbent ceilings that reduce the noise 
level had already been installed at the time 
of the move.

six months after the move, Gleerups 
utbildning conducted an employee sur-

the old workplace, each with own office.

“sitting in an open office requires 
good planning throughout the whole 
project, and then you can achieve a 
good work environment,” explains 
frans davidson, concept developer 
office at ecophon.

Photo: o
le Jais
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Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon master™ A

facts gleerups utbildning AB
in 1826, the young, enterprising christian Wilhelm Kyhl 
Gleerup moved from copenhagen to lund in southern 
sweden. that same year he opened a bookshop and 
started running a publishing business.
 that business has progressed from being a traditional 
publisher to also offering digital solutions for teachers and 
school heads.
 Gleerups utbildning now has about 60 employees and 
is one of sweden’s leading players in the area of success-
ful teaching.

Jessica Jonsson, educational materials developer at 
gleerups utbildning.

survey: staff are pleased 
six months after the move in mid-July 2011, an employee 
survey was conducted about the move to Öresundshuset, 
and the answers are as follows:

58%  soundproofing is good
13%  soundproofing is very good
85%  satisfied with their positioning
44%  seldom disturbed by others
40%  occasionally disturbed by others

the open office landscape means:
40%  … a definite increase in contact among colleagues
29%  … a certain increase in contact among colleagues
15%  … a definite increase in contact among departments
40%  … a certain increase in contact among departments
34%  … a definite increase in participation
15%  … a certain increase in participation
19%  … a definite increase in job satisfaction
52%  … a certain increase in job satisfaction

vey. almost 71 per cent thought that the 
sound absorption was good or very good, 
and 85 per cent were pleased with their 
positioning. and almost 70 per cent felt that 
the new work environment had a positive 
effect on the contact between colleagues. 
one of the people who had changed their 
mind after the move was Jessica Jonsson.

soundproofed and more social
“i’m more positive now than i was prior 
to the move. i felt that management took 
our misgivings seriously. my boss, sirpa 
sternad, let me decide how and where i 
wanted to sit,” says Jessica.  

“it’s a little more social now. i used to 
sit with the door shut. now we can see 

each other. it’s easy to ask a colleague 
questions. People can still distract me, but 
the company has done its best to shield the 
work stations. i wanted to sit in a corner, 
and that’s what i got. i’ve got screens round 
my work station, both at the side and in 
front. the room is soundproofed. the air 
and light in the room are good. 

the silent rooms are important for 
me. i go there when i need peace for a 
telephone call or when i have reading to 
do. there are 17 of us in my area, and 
we share three of these rooms, which is 
enough.” 

“i am more positive now 
than i was before the move 
from our old office into our 
new, open premises.”
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in the nordic innovation report “Acoustic design of open-plan offices” **, it was found 
that in a swedish call centre, when reducing the distance of comfort from more than 16 m 
before acoustic refurbishment to less than 4m thereafter, the proportion of people rating 
their acoustical environment as “bad” was reduced from 40% to 10%, and the proportion 
rating it as “good” increased from 20% to 60%.

How fAr cAn you HeAr 

in Your office?
if tHere is AnytHing you should ask your-
self when designing an office, it is this: How 
far do I want the sound to travel before it 
stops disturbing people? should i accept 
that it takes 20 metres for the sound level of 
someone’s voice to drop to a comfortable 
non-distracting level, or should i reduce 
this to 10 metres so that workgroup-to-
workgroup distractions are minimized?

it has long been well established in the 
acoustic field that, in open office spaces, 
traditional acoustical measurement qualities 
such as reverberation time are insufficient 
for defining the resulting sound environment. 
research in the field confirms instead the 

fact that, in open plan solutions, it is the 
distance that the sound travels that influ-
ences how people experience the sound 
environment. the need for redefining the 
measurements in open plan spaces was 
identified in the acoustic community and, 
after many years of work and research, this 
resulted in a standard from the international 
organization for standardisation, iso, 
which was finalized in 2012 – the iso 
3382-3:2012.

the standard, which focuses on 
distance-dependent acoustic qualities, 
enables us to plan and monitor a good 
working environment that makes it easier for 

people both to communicate and concen-
trate, simply by fulfilling four specific target 
values. the values measured according to 
the standard can, as presented at the euro-
noise 2012*, be converted into a single 
target value – a “distance of acoustical 
comfort” – which can be incorporated into 
open space office design. 

By defining an acceptable speech 
level at a certain work station, it is possible 
to obtain the distance in the office that is 
needed between a person talking and 
that work station. the distance of comfort 
provides a good indication of how to pro-
ceed in the acoustic design work relating 

*) canto leyton, nilsson “acoustic design of oPos 
– subjective judgment”, paper presented at euronoise, 
10–13 June, Prague, 2012.
nordic innovation strives to stimulate innovation in the 
nordic region through cooperation between national 
innovation actors within and outside the region.
**) nilsson, hellstöm: “acoustic design of open-plan 
offices”. nt technical report 619 (2010).
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Keep in mind additional factors that influence 
the sound environment, such as:

• information about advantages and 
disadvantages of open plan offices

• including sufficient number of silent rooms

• Placing people in the right teams

• minimising through-traffic and impact 
noises

• establishing good acoustical etiquette

• Providing portable technical solutions

to absorbent materials, screens, furnishing 
etc. the acceptable speech level depends 
among other things on design requirements 
and can vary depending on the activity 
needing to be supported in that zone or 
room.

A difference that can be felt
thanks to the standard iso 3382-3:2012, 
it is now possible, in a given office, to state 
that – “i want the distance of acoustical 

comfort to be reduced from the current 
20 m to 10 m” and thus ensure that some-
one’s voice (~around 60 dB) falls below 
40 dB within a radius of 10 m instead of 
20 m (see figure).

Would you like to know more? feel 
free to contact our officenet mebers for 
advice.

Photo: Åke e:son lindm
an
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moscow office At forefront 
for Good WorKinG environment

wHen gloBAl comPAny schneider elec-
tric rebuilt their moscow office, they chose 
a route that is common in much of the rest 
of europe but still rather unusual in russia. 
they hired consultants to design the work 
environment. a step that certainly paid off.

“our aim was to achieve the best 
possible acoustics and we got a lot of 
advice from our consultants,” says svetlana 
Pronina, head of administration at schnei-
der electric in moscow.

“the consultants recommended a silent 
ventilation system and highly absorbent 
acoustic ceilings. the aim was to keep the 
noise level and sound propagation down 
in the open office landscape, both as a 
whole and at each individual work station.”

satisfied expressions after the rebuilding of schneider electric’s 
moscow office. the company took the unexpected step of enlisting 
the help of consultants to design the work environment – still 
unusual in russia.

A good lesson for prescribed 
standards
the quality of the work environment 
exceeds the recommendations of local 
standards by a good margin.

the room acoustics played a central 
part in the efforts to create a really good 
office environment.

to gather the employees’ thoughts and 
opinions, working groups were formed 
with all the departments represented. 
the groups’ ideas were a driving force in 
implementing positive changes in the office 
design.

Being a modern office landscape, there 
are of course separate meeting rooms 
where people can meet and confer without 
causing any disturbance.

“the office environment is very comfortable and everything 
is very logically organized,” says dariya grigoeva, to the 
right, who works with administration.

intermittent noise is more 
disruptive than a continuous 
schedule. these effects occur 
more strongly with speech 
noise and for resource- 
demanding congnitive tasks. 
(szalma, hancock 2011)

Photo: Jenia Bolyukh
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the staff are extra proud of their idea 
of naming the meeting rooms after famous 
scientists in the fields of physics and elec-
tronics, such as einstein, newton and ohm. 
the next step will be to add details to the 
interiors of these rooms that are reminiscent 
of the scientists in question.

new energy through relaxation
the coffee zones are a popular element 
in the new office. here the architects from 
line architect have introduced lighting that 
can be toned down to a pleasant level, 
ergonomic furniture for the best kind of com-
fort and, of course, good room acoustics 
that are gentle on the ear. everything for 
the creation of a pleasant, relaxing envi-
ronment to help generate new energy for 
tackling the day’s work.

to keep the level of creativity and inspi-
ration up, and not to miss any flashes of 
genius, there are flipcharts placed around 
the office.

a total of around 900 people work in 
the office, which has an area of just over 
9,000 square metres.

Quick facts  
schneider electric 
schneider electric is a global 
energy specialist with more 
than 130,000 employees and 
operations in over 100 countries. 
the company focuses on energy 
effectiveness and offers integrated 
solutions in the areas of automation, 
uninterruptible power, power distri-
bution and power installation. 
 schneider electric is listed on the 
french stock exchange in Paris and 
sales amount to more than eur 20 
billion per annum.

Architect:

line Architect

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon combison™ 

room acoustics played a central part in the efforts to create the best possible office environment.

“our aim was to achieve 
the best possible acoustics 
and we got a lot of advice 
from our consultants”

Photo: Jenia Bolyukh
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nAturAl steP witH 
oulu’s neW BuildinG

wHen nortHern finlAnd’s largest town, 
oulu, moved parts of its municipal opera-
tions, it was to a building with a distinct 
eco-profile.

the best possible use has been made 
of natural daylight in the five-storey build-
ing that covers more than 11,000 square 
metres.

the attractive, brownish red facade is 
of a material that is very popular among 
architects at the moment and signals a clear 
focus on natural materials.

inside, the construction is such that, if a 
different layout of rooms would be needed, 
it could be done without extensive, costly 
measures having to be taken. as require-
ments alter, open offices could easily be 
made into cell offices, and vice versa.

this is all very much in line with pre-
sent environmental trends, in this case 
an environment in an office building for 
approximately 260 employees. the oulu 
environment Building accommodates the 
technical centre, Building regulations 
department and environmental department 
of the city of oulu as well as the technical 
services of nearby municipalities that have 
been merged with oulu.

as almost half of the area consists 
of office landscape, the issue of room 
acoustics occupied a central role during 
the planning of the new building.

good design means good room 
acoustics
the goal was to create a quiet office envi-
ronment where the sound pressure level 
and sound propagation in the many open 
spaces would be minimized.

room acoustics were also a challenge 
in the spacious entrance hall with its high 
ceiling and large expanses of glass. this 
connects two office sections and houses 
the reception area and a restaurant.

the architect in charge was Jyri 
Kotilainen of the vauhtiviiva oy firm of 
architects.

“in addition to sound absorbing materi-
als, other important elements include the 
sloped ceiling surfaces and the wooden 
glazing beads used in the glass walls. 
they scatter the sound and shorten the 
reverberation time”, he explains.

another acoustical measure was to 
install wall absorbers on at least two of 
the walls of the office landscape.

in order to reduce the level of disturb-
ing noise, special rooms have been made 
for speaking on the telephone, and also 
separate areas for the copying machines.

“for the central corridors, we chose 
acoustic tiles with the dg edge. this spe-
cific feature was chosen because the tiles 
conceal tightly-packed technology and 
therefore have to open directly downwards 
when they are demounted”, continues Jyri 
Kotilainen.

to easily be able to reorganize the 
building, the air conditioning and lighting 
have been planned with such foresight that 
new room divisions can be constructed 
without excessive costs being involved.

this means that the lifetime of the build-
ing is extended considerably.

no throwaway thinking
the lifetime of the facade will also be long 
as it is clad with a naturally-based material 
– steel. But it’s not just any steel – it is corten 
steel. this is a type that was developed in 
the usa in the 1930s and it is alloyed with 
copper, withstanding corrosion better than 
carbon steel. corten steel has been hav-
ing a global renaissance among architects, 
and is being used for more than just: the 
bridges that are the most common use for 
this rust-resistant type of steel.

apart from good room acoustics, the 

possibilities for modifying the premises and 
the use of the natural light were also areas 
of priority.

“some of the employees used to have 
their own offices and have just started work-
ing in an open-plan office. it was therefore 
very important for us to have an environment 
where people can concentrate and where 
the working atmosphere is peaceful”, says 
the administrative manager Päivi saari.

“We have an excellent, light working 
environment that is also quiet enough. now 
that we’re all working in the same building, 
cooperation between different units is much 
easier than it used to be.”

the spatial decay rate d₂.s shows 
how sound decreases as distance 
doubles. the higher the value, the 
shorter the distance that the sound 
travels. the d₂.s value measured at 
the oulu environment Building meets 
the target value ≥ 7 dB specified in the 
international standard for the acoustics 
of open-plan offices (iso 3382 3:2012).

striking steel facade in oulu – the 
city’s new environment Building.
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Architect:

vauhtiviiva oy

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon focus™ dg

ecophon wall Panel™ A

“for the central corridors, we chose 
acoustic tiles ecophon focus™ with 
the dg edge. this specific feature 
was chosen because the tiles 
conceal tightly-packed technology 
and therefore have to open 
directly downwards when they are 
demounted”, explains architect Jyri 
Kotilainen.

the corridors are an office’s busiest areas. the highest sound absorption class (A) 
restrains the sound levels and sound propagation and, with an acoustic ceiling 
like this, it is easy to access the installations above. 

spacious, bright and welcoming. 

for an open plan office the 
most important component 
affecting the acoustical 
privacy is tipically the ceiling 
reflection. 
(Wang c, Bradley 2002)

Photo: Pekka agarth

Photo: Pekka agarth
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hoW do 
screens 
WorK?
Are screens always necessary?
in most cases, an absorbent suspended 
ceiling is sufficient acoustic treatment for 
an ordinary room. occasionally, acoustic 
demands have to be reinforced due to the 
activities taking place in or the architectural 
design of the rooms. in such cases, screens 
or other solutions such as wall panels can 
be the answer.

when is it good to have screens?
in acoustically challenging environments, 
such as open spaces. to allow privacy of 
speech between workplaces in open areas 
or to create less noisy areas in industrial 
premises or larger dining rooms, it could 
be very useful to install shielding screens.

How do screens work?
the main purpose of a screen is to act as a 
shield between the sound source and the 
receiver, thereby reducing the noise level 
at the receiver position.

what about the location of 
screens?
Generally, a screen should be located 
close to the sound source or the receiver. 
an intermediate location is less effective.

How is the effectiveness of a 
screen measured?
the reduction of the sound level at the 
receiving point when the screen is installed 
is called the insertion loss. the insertion 
loss is a common way of quantifying the 
effectiveness of a screen.

How high does a screen have to 
be?
to be effective, the sound source should 
not be visible from the receiver position. 
research indicates that a screen should 
have a height of at least 1.3 m from the 
floor, so that the person who is the sound 
source (e.g. on the telephone) and the 
receiving person (colleague) are below 
the level of the screen when seated.

what can be done to increase 
the effectiveness of a screen?
introducing an absorbent ceiling, wall 
panels or other types of sound absorbing 
material will increase the shielding effect of 
a screen. in open-plan offices, the ceiling 
should preferably be fully covered with a 
highly absorbent suspended ceiling. if work 
stations are located far from the walls or 
if absorbent wall panels are fitted on the 

How important are screens for the 
acoustic environment? what should be 
borne in mind when choosing a screen? 
to answer these questions we asked 
two acoustic experts, erling nilsson 
(Phd) and Helene sallenhag (Bsc), to 
explain about screens a bit more in 
detail.

walls, the acoustic environment would be 
similar to that existing outdoors, and the 
effects of screens could be fully utilized.

How does a screen improve the 
acoustic environment in an open-
plan office?
using screens in open-plan offices is often a 
useful tool to increase the privacy between 
neighbouring work stations. a screen com-
bined with a ceiling with a high ac-value, at 
least 180 according to the astm standard 
e1110, will improve the insertion loss and 
reduce noise transmission between work 
stations. it is important to note that screens 
affect medium and high frequency sounds, 
such as speech, more than low frequency 
sounds.

do screens have to be sound 
absorbing?
Generally, it is of benefit if both sides of 
a screen are covered with thick, porous 
absorbers. in cases where several work 
stations are situated in a row and are sepa-
rated by screens, the absorbent material 
will prevent repeated reflection between 
screens and thus reduce the sound level 
between them. (see illustration.)
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screens with absorbent material on both 
sides will also contribute to the total 
sound absorption in the room and thus to 
the room’s overall acoustic environment. 
in rooms where the ceiling may not be 
completed covered with an absorbent 
suspended ceiling, such as in cases of ther-
mally activated building systems (taBs), 
the additional absorption supplied by the 
screens will be significant for the acoustic 
conditions in the room.

Besides the insertion loss, 
you’ve mentioned several other 
things such as absorption and 
dimension, that are important 
for a screen’s performance. Are 
these reflected in a standard?  
not at present. however, there is an ongo-
ing revision of the standard iso 10053, 
which could lead to the inclusion of more 
qualities than just insertion loss, such as 
equivalent absorption area, when measur-
ing the effectiveness of a screen.

in the case of non-absorbent screens (red line) between two opposite screens, the sound pressure level does not 
continue to decline with distance (straight line). due to the multiple reflections between the non-absorbent screens, 
the sound level is more or less constant between the screens. in the case of absorbent screens (yellow line) the 
sound pressure level continues to decline also between screens, as we move further from the sound source.

sound Pressure  
level dB(a) non-absorbing screens

absorbing screens

Photo: studio e/rickard svensson
Photo: studio e/rickard svensson
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considerAtion
for Both the outdoor and
indoor environment
some examples of “green buildings” that house office premises, where 
people and environment are main priorities. the sound environment, 
not least, has been high up on the priority list, with ecophon having 
contributed knowledge and advice and supplied acoustic systems.  
the buildings meet the requirements for either leed, BreeAm or HQe.

leed in sweden
office building in stockholm. eight storeys, 
with restaurants on the ground floor. swe-
den’s first leed-certified building.
rating: Gold.
Property owner: vasakronan
offices: 10,426 m²

Architect: reflex Arkitekter

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon focus™ ds
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BreeAm in the uK
durham county council, seaham, st John’s 
square. the building holds a public library 
and café as well as offices for durham 
county council and seaham town coun-
cil. a building project with thermal joists 
(taBs). Breeam-classified.
rating: very good.

leed in germany
mK3 north station, deutsche Bahn aG, 
Berlin. the 9,550 square metre site, in close 
proximity to the new headquarters of the 
federal intelligence service in chaus-
seestraße and a few minutes’ walk from 
the central station Berlin, is planned for 
the expansion of the central administrative 
departments of the deutsche Bahn aG at 
north station. leed commissioning.
certification: leed certification (gold)
Gross floor area: 50.980 m²
implementation: 2009–2010

HQe in france
the maaf insurance company has 
invested in thermal joists to save energy at 
their office in the french town of chauray. 
it is classified according to hQe (haute 
Qualité environmentale) – a french envi-
ronmental classification system – as a BBc-
building (Bâtiment Basse consommations) 
and BePos (Bâtiment à energie Positive).
offices: 8,100 m²

Architect: mouchel

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon focus™ e wing

ecophon solo™

Architect: Hobo Architecture

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon solo™

ecophon gedina™

Architect: rKw

Acoustic systems from ecophon:

ecophon master™ B
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AestHetics And Acoustic 
environment Go hand in hand

tHere is todAy a wide variety of aesthetic 
sound absorbers and acoustic systems that 
can help to create a room’s character. eco-
phon’s extensive range meets all aesthetic 
needs as well as the important demands 
for achieving the best sound absorption 
class (a).

ecophon solo™ circle both on the ceiling and wall in the foyer of an ice hockey stadium in the south of sweden.

create your own room!
a host of shapes, colours and patterns for 
walls and ceilings, free-hanging sound 
absorbers and panels that can be mounted 
at different distances. the possibilities for 
creating a room of your own are almost 
endless.

As ceiling and walls are the largest free areas in a room, that is 
where we can influence the whole spatial feel. they are also the 
surfaces that are so decisive in meeting the requirements for a good 
acoustic environment. make the most of them!

ecophon wall Panel™
ecophon Wall Panel™ is a system of wall 
absorbers in a wide variety of colours 
and patterns, developed by professional 
designers.

Photo: saint-G
obain ecophon
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visit www.ecophon.com 
and search for ecophon 
solo™ and ecophon wall 
Panel ™ and let the new 
range bring you some 
inspiration.

ecophon solo™ square in whitstable community college, the uK.

ecophon wall Panel™ c/ texona in the colours chilli, sea 
salt, tangerine and garlic. mounted with connect thinline 
and structure profiles at wooninc’s office in eindhoven, 
Holland.

ecophon wall Panel ™ c/ muralis, pattern: glory at ecophon’s office in Prague, 
the czech republic.

ecophon solo™
ecophon solo™ free-hanging sound 
absorbers come either in 10 geometric 
shapes in the solo regular family or, for 
someone wanting to create their own 
particular shape, in solo freedom. With 
three different hanging systems, there are 
lots of possibilities for individual solutions. 

ecophon solo is also available for walls 
and can be mounted at different distances.

Photo: Štěpán látal
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this magazine focuses on the sustainable 
design of our indoor environment. our aim is 
to highlight the indoor environment, in both a 
practical and an aesthetic perspective, and to 
make people, effectiveness and wellbeing our 
first priorities.

People use speech and hearing 
to exchange ideas, opinions and 
experience. A good acoustic 
environment increases our 
feeling of wellbeing.

eco – for sustAinABle design will be available in four different versions, one for 
each of our concept areas: office spaces, educational premises, healthcare premises 
and industrial premises with hygiene requirements.
 We want to provide you with the necessary knowledge and advice for influencing 
or making the right decisions during the planning of environments where people 
spend time, work and communicate.
 You can subscribe free of charge to eco – for sustainable design by going to 
www.ecophon.com/eco and filling in your details and also specifying which concept 
areas interest you: office spaces, educational premises, healthcare premises or indus-
trial premises with hygiene requirements. You can cancel your subscription at any time.
 are you interested in reading the four previous issues of eco – for sustainable 
design?  visit www.ecophon.com and read them online or download them as Pdf 
files.

www.ecophon.com/eco

free
suBscriPtion!


